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Abstract 
In our DT-ICT-02 Robotics - Digital Innovation Hubs (DIH) call “The challenge is to provide a sustainable 
ecosystem of robotics stakeholders covering the entire value network to facilitate and accelerate a broad uptake 
and integration of robotic technologies and supporting the digitisation of industry through robotics. Proposals 
should address the provision of a network of robotics Digital Innovation Hubs (DIH) in the four prioritised application 
areas (PAA) of Healthcare, Infrastructure Inspection and Maintenance, Agri-Food and Agile Production”. As a 
matter of fact, the introduction of robotic technologies is not only improving operational efficiency, but also the 
capability of the production line to flexibly (and proactively) (self-)adapt to changes in the production context, as 
for instance events occurring in the shop-floor (e.g. breakdowns, failures, alarms, delays, strikes, anomalies) or 
events occurring outside of the shop-floor (e.g. new customer orders, supply chain events such as damages or 
estimated time of arrival of goods), which are undermining the accomplishment of the foreseen schedule. It is 
therefore fundamental that the proposed Digital Platform is data- and event- driven and includes all the 
components necessary to implement “context information management” for agile production. 
 
According to the DOA, this deliverable D1.3 provides the first set of Robotics-based Open Standard Enablers for 
Agile Production (ROSE-AP) along with integration guidelines for the 1st round of Technology Transfer Program 
(TTP). 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The evolution of the discussion about DIHs in the DEI Working Group 11 has led to a series of meetings (number 7 
is planned for July 1st, 2019) each one addressing a specific topic. In particular, meeting #62 (April 3rd, 2019) focussed 
its attention on “How to best use available marketplaces across Europe and what role Digital Innovation Hubs should 
play on them?”. In this meeting, several platforms have been presented as developed in past recent H2020 projects 
and L4MS and HORSE platforms among others in our domain. As a matter of fact, “marketplaces” are just a 
specialisation of “B2B Digital Platforms” which also encompasses “operating systems” and “middleware” from EC 
DG CNECT. 

The implementation of such B2B Digital Platforms (“the race Europe cannot afford to lose”) in the different application 
domains (smart factory and manufacturing, smart farm and agriculture, smart home and energy, smart hospital and 
healthcare) is the central part of H2020 LEIT ICT 2018-2020 work programme in the DT-ICT-07 to DT-ICT-12 calls, 
while DIH calls are reserved for DT-ICT-01 to DT-ICT-06. 

This D1.3 deliverable aims at supporting our DIHs in the completion of the “Test before Invest” mission, by providing 
them with an open and interoperable digital platform to integrate their physical robotic-based industrial experimental 
facilities with advanced Agile Production applications, such as Production Planning-Scheduling, Infra-logistics 
Optimization, Zero Defect Manufacturing, Predictive Maintenance, Energy and Waste Management, Remote 
Maintenance and Training through AR / VR. The present Digital Platform assumes the characteristics of an Open 
Middleware where data-driven reference architectures (COPRA-AP) and reference implementations (made of ROSE-
AP) will drive our ecosystem of DIHs towards the development of advanced solutions for Agile Production. 

 

 

 

                                                      
1 "WG1 | FUTURIUM | European Commission." [Link]. Accessed 30 Jun. 2019. 
2 "Sixth meeting of the Working Group on ...." 3 Apr. 2019, [Link]. Accessed 30 Jun. 2019. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Digital Innovation Hubs (DIHs) are one of the four pillars of the European “Digitising EU Industry” strategy, started in 
2016 with the Communication “Digitising European Industry - Reaping the full benefits of a Digital Single Market”3. 
This is pictorially represented by the following picture (Figure 1.1), where DIHs are mostly in charge of materialising 
the second part of the DEI mission “The purpose of this Communication is to reinforce the EU's competitiveness in 
digital technologies and to ensure that every industry in Europe, in whichever sector, wherever situated, and 
no matter of what size can fully benefit from digital innovation”. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Diagram of the European platform of national initiatives on digitising industry 

 

The evolution of the discussion about DIHs in the DEI Working Group 14 has led to a series of meetings (number 7 
is planned for July 1st, 2019) each one addressing a specific topic. In particular, meeting #65 (April 3rd, 2019) focussed 
its attention on “How to best use available marketplaces across Europe and what role Digital Innovation Hubs should 
play on them?”. In this meeting, several platforms have been presented as developed in past recent H2020 projects 
and L4MS and HORSE platforms among others in our domain. As a matter of fact, “marketplaces” are just a 
specialisation of “B2B Digital Platforms” which also encompasses “operating systems” and “middleware” as specified 
by the following picture (Figure 1.2) from EC DG CNECT. 

                                                      
3 "Communication: Digitising European Industry - Reaping the full ...." 19 Apr. 2016, [Link]. Accessed 30 Jun. 2019. 
4 "WG1 | FUTURIUM | European Commission." [Link]. Accessed 30 Jun. 2019. 
5 "Sixth meeting of the Working Group on ...." 3 Apr. 2019, [Link]. Accessed 30 Jun. 2019. 
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Figure 1.2 Roles of Industrial Platforms 

The implementation of such B2B Digital Platforms (“the race Europe cannot afford to lose”6) in the different application 
domains (smart factory and manufacturing, smart farm and agriculture, smart home and energy, smart hospital and 
healthcare) is the central part of H2020 LEIT ICT 2018-2020 work programme in the DT-ICT-07 to DT-ICT-12 calls, 
while DIH calls are reserved for DT-ICT-01 to DT-ICT-06. 

In particular, the following four main classes of services (Figure 1.3) have been identified for DIHs as drivers for the 
whole 01-06 projects: 

 

Figure 1.3 Main classes of services identified for DIHs 

This D1.3 deliverable aims at supporting our DIHs in the completion of the “Test before Invest” mission, by providing 
them with an open and interoperable digital platform to integrate their physical robotic-based industrial experimental 
facilities with advanced Agile Production applications, such as Production Planning-Scheduling, Infra-logistics 
Optimization, Zero Defect Manufacturing, Predictive Maintenance, Energy and Waste Management, Remote 
Maintenance and Training through AR / VR. 

More in particular, in our DT-ICT-02 Robotics - Digital Innovation Hubs (DIH) call “The challenge is to provide a 
sustainable ecosystem of robotics stakeholders covering the entire value network to facilitate and accelerate a broad 
uptake and integration of robotic technologies, and supporting the digitisation of industry through robotics. Proposals 
should address the provision of a network of robotics Digital Innovation Hubs (DIH) in the four prioritised application 
areas (PAA) of Healthcare, Infrastructure Inspection and Maintenance, Agri-Food and Agile Production”. As a 
matter of fact, the introduction of robotic technologies is not only improving operational efficiency, but also the 

                                                      
6 "Business-to-Business platforms: the race that Europe cannot afford to ...." 22 Oct. 2018, [Link]. Accessed 30 Jun. 
2019. 
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capability of the production line to flexibly (and proactively) (self-)adapt to changes in the production context, as for 
instance events occurring in the shop-floor (e.g. breakdowns, failures, alarms, delays, strikes, anomalies) or events 
occurring outside of the shop-floor (e.g. new customer orders, supply chain events such as damages or estimated 
time of arrival of goods), which are undermining the accomplishment of the foreseen schedule. It is therefore 
fundamental that the proposed Digital Platform is data- and event- driven and includes all the components necessary 
to implement “context information management” for agile production. 

As in the following figure (Figure 1.4), the DIH² deliverable D1.3 and subsequent editions are in charge of defining 
the “Digital Platform” on top of which the Technology Transfer Program (Experiments) will be developed. 

 

Figure 1.4 Main contributions of the DIH2 Network on Robotics for Agile Production. 

As a matter of fact, the present D1.3 Digital Platform assumes the characteristics of an Open Middleware where 
data-driven reference architectures (COPRA-AP) and reference implementations (made of ROSE-AP) will drive our 
ecosystem of DIHs towards the development of advanced solutions for Agile Production. 

The rest of the document is organized as follows, Chapter 2 is devoted to describe the “State of the Art” for relevant 
reference architectures in the digitization of the European industry. Part of these architectures will be synthesised 
and harmonised in our COPRA-AP proposal (Chapter 3). COPRA-AP platforms will build upon a set of components 
working together within an integrated system of systems. The ROSE-AP catalogue consists of a collection of 
reference components to implement each of the systems to be integrated in a COPRA-AP platform. In Chapter 4, 
each ROSE-AP available in this initial version of the catalogue is described in terms of factsheet and deployment / 
integration instructions. 
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2 REFERENCE ARCHITECTURES FOR INDUSTRY DIGITISATION 
According to the European Commission report on European Industry Digitisation7, digital industrial platforms for smart 
factories must support much higher levels of distribution and customisation of manufacturing processes across the 
value chains to satisfy the needs of individual consumers. The required interoperability will be supported by following 
widely accepted reference architectures. These reference architectures are the FIWARE platform, the RAMI 4.0 
(Reference Architecture Model Industry 4.0) architecture and the Industrial Data Spaces. This Chapter provides an 
overview of these architectures. Each architecture accounts for a specific section and the Chapter concludes with an 
additional section (Section 3.4) where some contributions of other H2020 projects are also referenced. 

2.1 FIWARE FOR INDUSTRY REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE 
As indicated in the DOA, one of the fundamental references for DIH² COPRA-AP is the FIWARE for INDUSTRY 
reference architecture, as reported in the picture below (Figure 2.1). 

 

Figure 2.1 FIWARE for INDUSTRY Reference Architecture 

The lower level of the picture reports three main sources for Data: 

·   IoT Data in Motion data coming from sensors and other smart systems in the shop floor; 

·   Production Data in Motion data coming from both Robotic and non-Robotic systems; 

·    Enterprise Data at Rest data coming from other external sources such as ERP, SCM and PLM systems 

A System Adaptation layer is a Data Enabler able to configure, manage and integrate several different data sources 
and to “pack” them into configurable but standard Data Models. In the case of Industrial Assets, such data models 
are fully compatible with RAMI Asset Administration Shell specifications. An IOT Platform composed by several 
different IOT agents is able to capture and acquire data from the lower level by leveraging on several standard 
protocols gateways and transforming them into NGSI, which is the basic protocol for the FIWARE IoT Broker, called 
ORION Context Broker. 

The core element of FIWARE for INDUSTRY reference architecture is the FIWARE Context Broker (ORION OCB). 
To support Agile Production advanced applications, the OCB is able to activate different processing engines (e.g. 
Complex Event Processing or other Data Processing  engines, including edge AI analytics components) and to save 

                                                      
7 DIGITISING EUROPEAN INDUSTRY "progress so far, 18 months after the launch" 21 Nov. 2017, [Link]. Accessed 
30 Jun. 2019. 
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data into persistent (distributed or centralised) Data Spaces, where specialised apps for Business Intelligence, User 
Mashup or Space Analysis could be integrated. 

At the top of this RA, Smart Factory Management Services are located and in the case of our projects they will 
implement Agile Production Technology Transfer Experiments (planning, optimization, prediction, governance). 

The right-hand side of the picture shows how the FIWARE RA could be interfaced with B2B Data Exchange trusted 
networks, for instance implemented by IDS RAM components, such as IDS Connectors, Identity Management and 
App Store interfaces. 

Detailed descriptions (factsheets) of many of such components is included in the following Chapter 3. 

2.2 REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE MODEL FOR INDUSTRY 4.0 
The Reference Architectural Model Industrie 4.0 (RAMI 4.0) builds on a three-dimensional model, which describes 
the Industrie 4.0 space. It organises the lifecycle/value streams and the manufacturing hierarchy levels across the 
six layers of the IT representation of Industry 4.0. Below, the Figure 2.2 shows the RAMI 4.0 three-dimensional matrix. 
This matrix can be used to position standards and describe use-cases. The model covers integration aspects within 
and between factories, end-to-end engineering solutions, and human value-stream orchestration. This is the main 
contribution of the RAMI 4.0 model, the convenient combination of product lifecycle and value stream with a 
hierarchical description of the components described by the Industrie 4.0. More details can be found in the document 
DIN SPEC 913458. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 The three dimensions of the RAMI 4.0. (Source: Plattform I4.0 and ZVEI)9 

 

In order to connect IT solutions, manufacturers/plants and product life cycle, each visible side of the RAMI 4.0 matrix 
provides a 2D model in charge of mapping two aspects. On the left side, the vertical axis represents the IT perspective 
which consists of various layers such as business, functional, information, etc. The aim of these layers is to 
decompose complex IT infrastructures into smaller manageable views (see Table 2.1). On its turn, the horizontal axis 
displays the main stages of the product life cycle. The relevant aspect in this axis is the distinction that it makes 
between Product Type and Product Instance. Focusing now on the right side of the matrix, IT views remain in the 
vertical axis while the horizontal axis now contains different levels of the automation pyramid to support the modelling 
of different electronic or software applications and controls applied in manufacturing (see Figure 2.3). The third visible 
side of this matrix is the one on top, which specifies, on the one hand, the IEC 62890 as the standard driving the Life 
Cycle Value Stream in the left dimension and, on the other hand, the standards IEC 62264 and IEC 61512 organizing 
the hierarchy levels of the right dimension of the matrix.   

 

 

 

 

                                                      
8 "DIN SPEC." [Link]. Accessed 30 Jun. 2019. 
9 "Status Report: Reference Architecture Model Industrie 4.0 - ZVEI." [Link]. Accessed 30 Jun. 2019. 
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Table 2.1 Layered decomposition of IT infrastructure in RAMI 4.0 

IT Architecture Model Layer Name Roles and Components 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Business ● Orchestration of the services provided by the functional layer. 
● Mapping between services, business domain models and 

business process models.  
● Models of the business rules, legal and regulatory constraints. 

Functional ● Digital description of assets through their logical/technical 
functions 

● Description of the horizontal integrations 
● Models with runtime data of processes, functions and applications 

Information ● Storage of necessary data in a structured and integrated form 
● Interface to access the data from the functional layer 
● Transformation and forwarding of the events received from the 

communication layer 
● Complex Event Processing, Rule-based processing, data APIs 

and Data Persistence 

Communication ● Standardization of the communication between information and 
integration layer 

● Transmission of data and files 
● Uniform data formats and protocols  
● Interfaces to feed the information layer  
● Interfaces to control the integration layer 

Integration ● Bridge between digital and IoT world 
● Field data buses and HMIs necessary to implement a function and 

the set of properties and processes required to use an asset 
● Generation of events based on the acquired information 

Asset ● Description of physical components of a system 
● Digital interfaces with humans 
● Relationships to other elements accessing the integration layer  

 

Figure 2.3 Hierarchical decomposition of Industries 4.0 in RAMI. The aim is to evolve from the traditional 
pyramid of automation to a harmonized and integrated smart factory environment 

Another contribution of RAMI 4.0 is the definition of the component concept for Industry 4.0. An I4.0 component may 
refer to a complete production system, a machine, or just one workstation. The main idea is that the object must have 
at least one connection to an I4.0 compliant communication network. The new element that adds this definition is the 
administration shell, which allows a physical asset to be digitized and exist in the virtual world. More specifically, the 
roles of the administration shell are i) enabling the storage of properties and states of physical assets in the virtual 
world and ii) supporting the exchange of data with other components through Industry 4.0 complaint communications. 
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Specific elements of the administration shell are the manifest, which describes the data provided by the asset and 
the resource manager, which provides access to the data and functionality of the asset. An asset may have several 
administration shells depending on the purposes and aspects of the manufacturing process.  

 

Figure 2.4 The I4.0 component10 integrates the physical thing or a composition of them with an 
administration shell and at least one I4.0 compliant communication channel 

 

2.3 IDSA 3.0 REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE FOR INDUSTRY 
As mentioned in the DoA, the COPRA-AP relies on the integration of multiple platform technologies following a 
“platform of platforms” approach. Once the role of FIWARE has been described and specifically the role of the ORION 
broker, IDSA could be characterized as the security layer based on sovereignty and designed for data exchange 
amongst trusted parties (see Figure 2.5). It can offer the secured connection between the ORION broker and the 
external world. 

 

Figure 2.5 Role of the IDSA security layer in FIWARE compliant platforms of platforms 

Providing several versions of its main component, the IDS connector, IDSA framework helps companies to share 
selected data with the rest of the world. Using internal connectors within its infrastructure, the company sends its 
shareable information to an external IDS connector which communicate with other external participants of a data 
exchange. Every other participant to this exchange is also connected through an external connector. From the shop 
floor use case scenario to a platform landscape view (which could include several factories from different companies), 
the International Data Spaces offers an architecture that links different cloud platforms through policies and 
mechanisms for secure data exchange and trusted data sharing (or, to sum it up, through the data sovereignty 
principle). Over an external IDS Connector, industrial data clouds, as well as individual enterprise clouds, on-
premises applications and individual, connected devices can be connected to the International Data Spaces. 

                                                      
10 Source: Platform I4.0 and ZVEI 
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Figure 2.6 Connecting different cloud platforms using the IDSA framework  

The connector 

Being the point of access to the Industrial Data Space, the external Connector (hereinafter referred to as "Connector") 
provides a controlled environment for processing and exchanging data. It provides a secure way to transfer data from 
a data provider to a data consumer. Then, the required level of trust among stakeholders (data provider and 
consumer) must be guaranteed. This trust is ensured by the correct and complete implementation of the functionality 
required by the IDS Reference Architecture Model and the Connector specification. Therefore, an independent 
evaluation and certification from an approved evaluation facility and the certification body of the Industrial Data Space 
is essential. 

The governance bodies 

The Governance Bodies of the International Data Spaces are the Certification Body, Evaluation Facilities, and the 
International Data Spaces Association itself. The service providing the trust in the International Data Spaces is 
provided by the Certification Body and the Evaluation Facilities. They take care of the certification process and issuing 
certificates (for both organizations that want to participate to the data exchange and the software components that 
can be used). 

Certification body and evaluation facilities. The Certification Body, together with selected Evaluation Facilities, is 
responsible for the certification of the participants and the core technical components in the International Data 
Spaces. These Governance Bodies make sure that only compliant organizations are granted access to the trusted 
business ecosystem. In this process, the Certification Body supervises the actions and the decisions of the Evaluation 
Facilities. 

International Data Spaces Association (IDSA). The International Data Spaces Association (IDSA) is a non-profit 
organization promoting the continuous development of the International Data Spaces based on its framework. 
Nevertheless, the International Data Spaces Association is not directly involved in the data exchange activities of the 
International Data Spaces. 

Other roles in the International Data Spaces 

Core participants. The Data Owner holds all legal rights of its data and has a complete control over it. The Data 
Owner is not always the one making the data available. Therefore, it can be distinguished from a Data Provider. In 
most of the cases the Data Owner and Provider are the same IDS participant. On its turn, the Data Consumer 
receives the data of a Data Provider. Here again, the Data Consumer is not always the one processing or making 
use of the data. The Reference Architecture Model (RAM) distinguishes a Data User, who has the legal right to use 
the data. Lastly, the App Providers develop Data Apps that can be used in the International Data Spaces. They are 
deployed within connectors of the Data Users. To be deployable, a Data App should be compliant with the system 
architecture of the International Data Spaces. 

Intermediary. In case a Data Consumer does not know its counterpart, the Data Provider, one can search for data 
via a Broker Service Provider. The Broker Service Provider stores and manages information about the data sources 
available in the IDS. The essential part of the Broker Service Provider activities is on receiving and providing metadata 
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about the available data within the International Data Space (IDS), that later will be interchanged among 
stakeholders.  

The role of the Clearing House is to log all activities performed in the course of a data exchange in the IDS. It aims 
to provide clearing and settlement services for all financial and data exchange transactions. Based on the logging 
information the transaction of data can be billed and possible conflicts can be solved. 

The App Store is the instance that provides data apps. These apps can for instance packaged algorithms used for 
data cleansing, integration or analysis. The functionality of an app can range from the simple transfer of data over 
scheme transformation, data aggregation, and analysis to entire systems that implement complex business 
processes. The apps themselves can be built by an App Provider. He publishes its apps via the App Store. 

 

The Vocabulary Provider manages and offers vocabularies (e.g. ontologies, reference data models and metadata 
elements). They are used to annotate and describe datasets, in order to publish data descriptions in the form of 
metadata at a Broker Service Provider. 

Software/ service provider. This category includes IT companies that provide software and/or services (e.g., based 
on a software-as-a-service model) to the participants of the International Data Spaces (i.e. Service Provider and 
Software Provider). In case a company does not match the technical requirements to participate in an IDS, it can 
transfer the data to a Service Provider. The Service Provider serves for two purposes, 1) to make the data available 
for other IDS participants and 2) to ensure specific pre-process on the raw data (with respect of a usage policy) 
before transferring it with its own data services towards a Data Consumer and Data User. A Software Provider 
provides software for implementing the functionality required by the IDS (e.g. components that can be missing at 
some point of the data exchange). 

 

Figure 2.7 Roles and interactions in the Industrial Data Space (IDS) 

  

The 5 layers of the Reference Architecture Model (RAM) 

With the above description of the different roles of the IDSA, we presented the Business layer of the framework. It 
provides an abstract description of the roles in the International Data Spaces, it can be considered as a blueprint for 
the other, more technical layers. The RAM encompasses 5 layers. Beyond the business layer, the Functional Layer 
defines the functional requirements of the International Data Spaces, plus the concrete features to be derived from 
these. The Process Layer specifies the interactions taking place between the different components of the 
International Data Spaces. The Information Layer defines a conceptual model which makes use of linked-data 
principles for describing both the static and the dynamic aspects of the International Data Space’s constituents. The 
System Layer is concerned with the decomposition of the logical software components, considering aspects such as 
integration, configuration, deployment, and extensibility of these components. 
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Figure 2.8 General structure of the Reference Architecture Model 

Functional Layer. The Functional Layer defines the functional requirements of the IDS and the features to be 
implemented resulting from these requirements. The functional architecture of the IDS is divided into six functional 

entities. Each of these six entities comes with specific requirements presented in the figure 4.3.5. 

 

Figure 2.9 Functional architecture of the International Data Spaces 

Process layer. The Process Layer specifies the interactions taking place between the different components of the 
International Data Spaces. It thereby provides a dynamic view of the Reference Architecture Model described in the 
three major processes below: 

1. Onboarding: what to do to be granted access to the International Data Spaces as a Data Provider or Data User 
2. Exchanging data: searching for a suitable Data Provider and invoking the actual data operation 
3. Publishing and using Data Apps: interacting with the IDS as an App Provider and user of a Data App 

 

Fig 4.3.6: Overall Process of Providing Data 

Information layer. The Information Layer specifies the Information Model, the domain-agnostic, common language of 
the International Data Spaces. The primary purpose of this model is to enable (semi-)automated exchange of digital 
resources within a trusted ecosystem of distributed parties, while preserving data sovereignty of Data Owners. The 
Information Model therefore supports the description, publication and identification of data products and reusable 
data processing software. Once the relevant data products are identified, they can be exchanged and consumed via 
semantically annotated, easily discoverable services. Apart from those core commodities, the Information Model 
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describes essential constituents of the International Data Spaces, its participants, its infrastructure components, and 
its processes. 

The Information Model has been specified at three levels of formalization. Each level corresponds to a digital 
representation, ranging from this high-level, conceptual document down to the level of operational code and targeting 
different groups of users. 

1.     The Conceptual Representation of the Information Model presents a high-level overview of the main, largely 
invariant concepts, with no commitment to a particular technology or domain. It targets a general audience. 

2.     The Declarative Representation (IDS Ontology) provides a normative view of the Information Model of the 
International Data Spaces. It has been developed along the analysis, findings, and requirements of the 
Conceptual Representation. Based on a stack of W3C Semantic Web technology standards and standard 
modeling vocabularies (DCAT, ODRL, etc.), it provides a formal, machine-interpretable specification of concepts 
envisaged by the Conceptual Representation. 

3.     The Programmatic Representation of the Information Model targets software providers by supporting 
seamless integration of the Information Model with a development infrastructure software developers are familiar 
with. It comprises a programming language data model (e.g., Java, Python, C++) shipped as a set of documented 
software libraries (e.g., JAR files). 

System layer. The System layer maps the roles defined in the Business Layer with the data and service architecture 
on the Functional Layer in order to create the technical core of the IDS. Three major technical components are 
necessary to meet the requirements specified on the Functional Layer: The Connector, a Broker and an App Store. 

 

 

Figure 2.10 Information Model (top) and the interactions between  technical components (bottom) 

2.4 ADDITIONAL INPUTS FROM H2020 PROJECTS 
This Section, which will evolve in future versions of this document, is aimed at including relevant contributions of 
other H2020 projects.  

2.4.1 MIDIH REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE FOR INDUSTRY 4.0 
MIDIH (www.midih.eu) is an I4MS (www.i4ms.eu) Phase III Innovation Action in the H2020 Factories of the Future 
contractual Public Private Partnership (see picture below). 
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The mission of I4MS is to support ICT Innovation (and Digital Transformation) for Manufacturing SMEs by means of 
a pool of Innovation Actions, each focussing on one technology area. So far, I4MS has invested more than 130M 
EUR and plans to invest other 70M in its fourth phase to be started in 2020 as DIHs projects in four areas, among 
which we have human-robot interaction. In the previous phases I4MS has encompassed several Robotics projects, 
as ReconCell, Horse and currently phase III L4MS. 

MIDIH in particular works in the domain of CPS/IOT systems (Industry 4.0) and aims to: 

·    Provide DIHs in the Industry 4.0 domain with a FIWARE-base Innovation and Collaboration platform to 
manage not just access to DIH services (competencies, knowledge, experiments, funding, matchmaking), but 
also to support Ideas life cycle management (innovation, awards hackathons) and enterprise social networks 
(communities, blogs, challenges). The platform is currently experimented in 15+ DIHs in Europe; 

·   Develop an Open Source Digital Platform (middleware) to interconnect Industrial IOT and Industrial Analytics 
Data Spaces. Two basic reference implementations are foreseen: a FIWARE lane when openness, flexibility, 
interoperability and context driven data integration is needed and an APACHE lane when responsiveness, real 
time decision support, machine to machine integration is required; 

·  Conduct several experimentation industrial pilots along the three scenarios of Smart Factory (Autonomous), 
Smart Product (Product-Service) and Smart Supply Chain (Hyper-connected) 2025 pathways. CRF-FIAT, 
TIVOLY-NEC and IDSA-THYSSENKRUPP are currently running their first iteration experiments. In particular, 
the FIAT Smart Factory use case is also including data from a fleet of AGVs working in the CRF Melfi Campus 
in Southern Italy 

The MIDIH Digital Platform (see picture below) is a three-layer architecture where physical world assets in the Factory 
and Product domains (at the bottom) need to be interconnected to advanced applications ecosystems (at the top) 
through a data-driven middleware integrating Data in Motion and Data at Rest analytics. 
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Concerning our project, Robotics-based Agile Production scenarios are based (grey bottom boxes) on “Robots and 
Cobots Systems” and/or “Internal Logistics AGVs” data in motion data sources and are able to feed advanced Agile 
Production applications (grey top boxes). In this case, the “Smart Product” scenarios are not at the core of our project. 

More in particular, both FIWARE and APACHE lanes will be deployed both at the edge and in the cloud, supporting 
therefore near real time Distributed Data Analytics and human-oriented decisional support. ORION Context Broker 
is at the centre of the FIWARE lane through a series of Data Acquisition systems and provides also flexible interfaces 
with commercial IoT platforms such as SIEMENS MINDSPHERE. In particular, this connection is based on advanced 
MIDIH Data Models mapping FIWARE and MINDSPHERE worlds and implementing Data in Motion (Industrial 
robots), Data at Rest (Enterprise Applications), Context Data (external data sources e.g. in smart mobility, smart 
environment, smart city) and Scope Data (dependent on the Agile Production specific application) 

 

Figure 2.11 A simplified taxonomy (ontology, IS-A hierarchy) of Smart Industry Objects (IoT Boards, IoT 
Trackers, Containers, Trucks, …) in the chosen domain. 

 

2.4.2 SCALABLE 4.0 REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE 
In short, the main objective of the ScalABLE 4.0 project is the development and demonstration of an open scalable 
production system framework and the targeted abilities for this framework aim at supporting the visualization, 
virtualization, construction, control, maintenance and optimization of production lines. The objectives driving the 
design of Scalable features are mainly two: 

● Achieving a tight integration of the enterprise information systems with transformable automation equipment 

● Developing open APIs for optimized solutions on all hierarchy levels within the production environment. 
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On the one hand, the ScalABLE 4.0 Project defines a set of components and system interactions to support flexible 
control and monitoring operations in manufacturing processes. On the other hand, it specifies two major production 
scenarios as the basis to develop and implement the ScalABLE vision. Both contributions are relevant and may be 
inspiring for those interested in developing solutions within the DIH2 Transfer Technology Program.  

In Figure 2.12, the components of the ScalABLE 4.0 reference platform are shown, they can share data through a 
common data bus enabled by the ScalaBLE gateway, called the Message Broker (MSB). The component description 
provided in this ScalABLE report11 is attached below: 

 

● Advanced Manufacturing Execution System. System responsible for generating real-time production 
schedules for the entire factory and individual manufacturing areas, taking into account the current status of 
production of the factory, the characteristic of all production resources (skills) and operations and the target 
production goals as defined by the Simulation and Decision Support Tools. 

 

● Simulation and Decision Support Tools. A set of tools for different types of production, considering different 
shop-floor layouts, high levels of flexibility in the assignment, allowing management staff to run and evaluate 
robots, equipment and human workers to operations, etc.  

 

● Advanced Plant Model. A digital representation of the physical entities available in the shop floor (fixed and 
mobile manipulators, AGVs, production equipment, human workers) as well as their current status in terms of 
production. 

 

● Production Manager Components. These components are responsible for controlling the execution of 
production schedules defined by the MES on each manufacturing area of the factory.  

 

● Task Manager Components. These components run on robotic equipment (fixed/mobile manipulators, AGVs), 
they are responsible for the achievement of manufacturing and logistic tasks in the shop-floor. 

 

Figure 2.12 The ScalABLE 4.0 components connected through a common Message Broker 

 

This additional view of ScalABLE components (Figure 2.13), included in the same report, illustrates the relationship 
between them in an integrated shop floor environment. The MES (Manufacturing Execution Service) is on top of the 
hierarchy while three Production Resources, each of them controlled by a different Task Manager, are placed at the 
bottom. The core component, the Production Manager is in the middle and orchestrates resource operations. In this 
view, the APM (Advanced Plant model) and the MSB (Message Broker) provide convenient communication and 
digital representation mechanisms to support component interactions. 

                                                      
11 "Report on integration interface specifications - European Commission." 2 May. 2018, [Link]. Accessed 1 Jul. 2019. 
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Figure 2.13 View of ScalABLE 4.0 components within an integrated shop floor environment 

 

If the reader finds the ScalABLE 4.0 proposal interesting to develop an emerging idea for agile production systems, 
we recommend visiting the rest of the public reports available here12. 

 

                                                      
12 "Scalable automation for flexible production systems ... - CORDIS." [Link]. Accessed 2 Jul. 2019. 
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3 COPRA-AP REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE 
This Chapter 3 aims at describing the COPRA-AP, which is an Open source digital platform to connect the real world 
of a physical production system with advanced Agile Production applications to be developed in our TTP (Technology 
Transfer Program). Among the main features of this platform are its openness (in order to connect any real world 
with any application), adherence to standards (in order to develop and maintain just a few standard gateways) and 
security-privacy preservation (in order to implement both personal and non-personal B2B data exchanges). The 
specification of the COPRA-AP architecture will evolve as a result of the continuous improvements contributed by 
the different stages of the project. Special emphasis will always be put on the progressive alignment of the COPRA-
AP with the reference architectures for Digitising the European Industry described in this chapter and on the 
reutilization of state-of-the-art contributions made by other H2020 projects. 

At this stage, the specification of the COPRA-AP aims at supporting the implementation of digital platforms of 
platforms to i) create harmonized virtual representations of the production environments composed of standardized 
digital entities and APIs for context data management, ii) integrate the physical environment with the virtual data 
space through convenient adapters and iii) accelerate the production environment through multiple services and 
capabilities (e.g., integrated planning and execution, prescriptive analytics, KPIs monitoring), which are derived from 
the ability to monitor, control, augment and visualize the actual world through the virtual data space.  

The reference structure that we propose for these platforms of platforms is the one shown in the figure below (Figure 
3.1). In it, three main levels can be identified:  

 

● The set of Industry 4.0(I4.0) compliant components in the actual production environment is placed at the bottom. 
These components exist in the real world as physical objects, software applications, interfaces and/or data silos. 
Each of them implements an adapter to i) expose part of its attributes and properties to the virtual data space 
and ii) interact with the rest of virtualizations available.  
 

● The COPRA-AP is the set of components located at the intermediate level. The adapters of I4.0 components are 
considered part of the COPRA-AP, they play the role of an integration layer compliant with the COPRA-AP virtual 
data space. The virtual data space is generated and managed by the central gateway, the Orion Context Broker. 
This virtual data space can be interpreted as a photograph of the current state of the real world or as a blackboard 
where each virtualization has its last state represented. Within the COPRA-AP, on top of the Orion Context 
Broker an additional set of components (ROSE-APs) extend the capabilities and services offered by the core 
virtual space. In general, this capabilities and services provide generic abilities to store, process, augment and 
visualize the virtual space. The provisioning of more specific capabilities and services aimed at supporting agile 
production concepts is the goal of the third level of components specified within the COPRA-AP box. These 
components are the Agile Production Support Systems, which are applications aimed at accelerating specific 
aspects of actual production environments. To that aim, they build on and/or extend the capabilities and services 
provided by ROSE-APs. Lastly, the purpose of the bounding box that encapsulates the COPRA-AP is to illustrate 
that the virtual space is a secured data-space where different policies can be implemented to offer a convenient 
data bus for each type of data exchange. In the figure the dark blue and red colors determine a difference 
between COPRA-AP components. The dark blue blocks indicate components, capabilities, or services offered 
by solutions already included in the COPRA-AP Catalogue. Components in red indicate that Agile Production 
Support Systems are new contributions that will be developed in our Transfer Technology Program, thus, they 
are not yet available in the general catalogue. 

 

● The third level, specified on top of the COPRA-AP, represents the connected world. Other COPRA-AP platforms 
or external organizations implementing COPRA-AP compliant solutions can expose virtualizations and interact 
with the COPRA-APs virtual data space. In this way, the virtual data space becomes an integrated, harmonized 
environment is not limited to intra-site communications, it also supports inter-site communications between the 
production environment and remote I4.0 components from suppliers, customers, inter-site logistics, etc.  
Whenever necessary, these communications can be implemented through an IDS connector that provides all the 
security features of industrial data spaces. 
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Figure 3.1 Structure of COPRA-AP compliant platforms 

Another view of the COPRA-AP is presented in Figure 3.2 to contextualize its integration with the different agents 
and levels of a generic production environment. Regarding the support to intra-site operations, the purpose of the 
COPRA-AP is twofold. On the one hand, it provides convenient mechanisms to integrate horizontal I4.0 components 
deployed on the shop floor. That includes supporting the communication between different machines, advanced 
human-machine interfaces, manufacturing execution services, etc. On the other hand, it supports the vertical 
integration of high-level services more focused on advanced planning and scheduling features, enterprise resource 
planning, customer relationship management, etc. Regarding inter-site interoperability, the COPRA-AP offers the 
opportunity to break some of the barriers between the physical production environment, remote and cloud-based 
enterprise components and/or external organizations. As it is also depicted in the figure, inter-site communications 
can be either highly secured for sensitive data, implemented through an Industrial Data Space, or can build on more 
relaxed security policies when the data being exchanged is non-sensitive. 
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Figure 3.2 Intra-site and Inter-site integration of the COPRA-AP platform  

 

From now on, we will use the following terminology to describe COPRA-AP platforms: 

● Orion Context Broker is the gateway of the COPRA-AP, it stores the essential information from the virtual data 
space required to support and manage the interactions between the different systems and components 
participating in COPRA-AP. 

● The ROSE-AP Catalogue is a collection of existing solutions prepared to interact easily with the Orion Context 
Broker. The initial version of the catalogue offers generic solutions for the implementation of adapters and the 
storage, processing, augmentation and visualization of context data. Progressively, the ROSE-APs catalog will 
include solutions with more specific capabilities and services aimed at accelerating production environments.   

● The Agile Production Support Systems are applications that can either build on a set of ROSE-APs or implement 
new ROSE-APs themselves. At this stage, for an agile production support system (or a part of it) to be considered 
a ROSE-AP, it must meet the requirements of FIWARE-ready and/or Powered by FIWARE solutions. These 
requirements are presented below in Table 3.1 and impose the necessary conditions to maintain a harmonized 
virtual data space where a set of open, standardized data models and APIs support the COPRA-AP component 
interactions13.  

The following Sections in this Chapter describe each of these elements in more detail, add specific terminology when 
needed, and contribute multiple suggestions and guidelines as well as references to appropriate documentation for 
the design and implementation of COPRA-AP compliant platforms. 

Table 3.1 Requirements to be met by COPRA-AP compliant technology 

POWERED by 
FIWARE 

Smart Solutions that rely on FIWARE standards to manage context information at a large scale. They use 
FIWARE technologies to gather and process context information coming from different and highly distributed 
sources. 

FIWARE platform service providers offer FIWARE compliant platforms as a Service on private and public 
clouds. Also, Platform Service Providers can deploy FIWARE platform instances on premises for their 
customers. 

                                                      
13 The list of requirements will evolve during the different stages of the project to better serve the purpose of improving 
the capabilities, services and interoperability of agile production support systems. 
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FIWARE-Ready 

FIWARE-ready IoT devices and I4.0 component that come with easy-to-install drivers and instructions, 
which make them accessible to end applications using the FIWARE NGSI standard. 

FIWARE-ready software adapters which can easily be integrated with FIWARE to extend the basic 
capabilities of the COPRA-AP platform with advanced added-value features 

3.1 THE ORION CONTEXT BROKER 
The virtual environment generated and managed by the Orion Context Broker aims at providing the integrated, 
harmonized data space where standardized data-models and APIs enable the effective and efficient collaboration 
between multiple platforms. Therefore, its presence is mandatory in every implementation of the COPRA-AP. Every 
virtualization that exists within the Orion’s virtual space represents a physical or conceptual element from the actual 
production environment. Within the COPRA-AP the term used to refer to these virtualizations is NGSI Context Entity. 
The Orion context broker stores the last state of each entity and provides a collection of basic operations to interact 
with them. Visit the Orion Documentation for a detailed description of these operations.  

To exist in the Orion virtual space, every physical or conceptual element of the actual production environment must 
i) instantiate a particular NGSI data-model and ii) implement a convenient adapter. The stable version of Orion works 
with NGSIv2 data-models which consist of a unique identifier, an entity type --each type has an associated description 
of the NGSI data model--, and a set of properties/attributes. A newer version of the NGSI specification is the NGSI-
LD specification, which extends the v2 version to support the concept of property graph model (see Figure 3.3). A 
beta version of the Orion Context broker is already available to be used in cases where the targeted platform requires 
a more expressive model to represent context entities. A detailed documentation on both NGSI data modes is 
available here 14,15,16,17. 

 

Figure 3.3 Typical structure of NGSIv2 (left) and NDGSI-LD (right) data models. 

 

When designing this virtual space of NGSI entities, their interactions, and convenient adapters it is necessary to take 
into account the purpose of this space and the limitations imposed by the current version of the context broker on the 
exchange of data. The Orion virtual space aims at being a harmonized representation of context information with 
easy-to-use and standardized interfaces to be updated. Within Orion, context information refers to the latest state of 
each entity which, in turn, is a virtualization of an object, system, or software component that exists in the physical 
production environment. This harmonized context representation can be read, modified or augmented by other 
services and capabilities, but this type of functionality does not belong to the context broker (neither does providing 
persistence to historical data). All the functionality that goes beyond the storage and updating of the last state of each 
entity must be implemented in an additional ROSE-AP component or in an Agile Production Support System. As 
stated in the Orion Context Broker documentation the main constraints imposed on the interactions with the NGSI 
data space are:  

● The Orion Context Broker has a default maximum request size of 1 MB while the notification maximum size 
(including HTTP request line, headers and payload) is set to 8MB. This limits can be changed but  before doing 
it, the documentation recommends to have a look at the Orion’s performance considerations. 

● The Orion Context Broker expects always a Content-Length header in all client requests, otherwise the client will 
receive a "411 Length Required" response. 

                                                      
14 "fiware-ngsiv2-2.0-2018_09_15." [Link]. Accessed 1 Jul. 2019. 
15 "Home - Fiware-DataModels - Read the Docs." [Link]. Accessed 17 Jun. 2019. 
16 "FIWARE/dataModels: Code and specifications to support ... - GitHub." [Link]. Accessed 17 Jun. 2019. 
17 "Data Models - FIWARE." [Link]. Accessed 17 Jun. 2019. 
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● The Orion Context Broker accounts for optimization mechanisms to speed up subscription triggering. This 
functionality consumes RAM space and if you are using an abnormally high number of subscriptions, Orion may 
crash due to memory outage. As a reference, in a machine with Orion 1.13.0 running with 4 GB RAM, Orion 
crashed when the number of subscriptions got higher than 211.000 subscriptions. 

As general recommendations, the following use cases set bounds on the purpose of the virtual space provided by 
the context broker. The purpose of the virtual space is to support the decision making of smart applications by 
increasing their level of context awareness. The pieces of context knowledge are encoded as entity states (instances 
of a predefined data model or of a combination of them) with limitations on the size of each single request/notification 
and on the real-time performance of the communication channel. Therefore, the power of virtual space lies in the 
high level of integration that allows the harmonization of data models and the use of standard APIs. Other solutions 
should be considered when the objective of a use case includes the exchange of files or the exhaustive control of 
robots and actuators as essential requirements. Throughout the project, solutions will be explored for either 
incorporating these functionalities into new broker versions or integrating them through new ROSE-AP components.    

  

 

Figure 3.4 Recommended (left) and non-recommended (right) use cases supported by Orion  

 

3.2 ROSE-AP CATALOGUE  
The initial catalogue of ROSE-APs consists of a collection of FIWARE enablers, which are organized in the five 
categories described below. Table 3.2 shows the main group of ROSE-APs associated with each category and each 
of them accounts for a specific description in chapter 4. 

 

● Data/Context Management. The ROSE-APs that play the Data/Context Management role aim at providing -or 
easing the development of- application components that gather, publish, process, and exploit context data in 
real-time and at a massive scale. 

● Network/Devices Advanced Middleware Interfaces. These ROSE-APs enable the management of robotic 
systems by providing convenient interfaces between these systems and the rest of the components in the 
COPRA-AP. They contribute a rich set of adapters and open networking elements to support the development 
of smart robotic applications. 

● Applications, Services and Data Delivery. The ROSE-APs within this group contribute features typically found 
in Business, Application Mashup, and Data Visualization frameworks to support the sustainability and foster the 
innovation of each platform of platforms that builds a particular implementation of the COPRA-AP. 

● Internet of Things Services Enablement. This group of ROSE-APS aims at supporting the integration and 
interoperability of IoT enabled elements from the actual production environment with entities of the virtual data 
space. 

● Security. The ROSE-APs that deal with security features address both the security properties of those platforms 
of platforms that can be built in compliance with the COPRA-AP specification as well as of those applications 
that can be built on top of the resulting platforms. 
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Table 3.2 Initial Catalogue of ROSE-APs 

DATA/CONTEXT MANAGEMENT 

Orion STH Comet Cygnus Kurento Cosmos 

Draco QuantumLeap CKAN Extensions FogFlow Flink / Spark /Storm /Hadoop 

ADVANCED MIDDLEWARE INTERFACES APPLICATIONS/SERVICES AND DATA DELIVERY 

Fast RTPS,  Micro-XRC DDS,  FIRos Wirecloud Biz Ecosystem RI Knowage 

INTERNET OF THINGS SERVICES 
ENABLEMENT 

SECURITY 

IDAS Framework OpenMTC AuthZForce KeyRock PEP Proxy 

 

 

In order to interact with Orion, every entity in the actual production environment requires a convenient adapter along 
with the design of a suitable data model. Therefore, we consider this set of ROSE-APs special and it is worth providing 
a general description here even though each one has its own fact sheet in Chapter 4. First of all, it is important to 
remember that the role of these adapters is two-fold. On the one hand, they implement the convenient mechanisms 
to connect to and interact with the Orion’s context data space. On the other hand, they usually integrate specific 
functionality to ease the translation of heterogeneous data models into NGSI based data-models and vice versa. The 
requirements to support the right-time synchronization of each entity in the virtual space (e.g., the expiration time and 
admissible latency for entity states) highly depend on the purpose and functionality of each actual element, production 
environment, and application scenario. The collection of adapters already available offers convenient solutions to 
communicate Orion with robots and Cyber-Physical Systems (e.g., adapters for ROS, ROS2 and OPC-UA enabled 
robots), multiple IT systems and IoT enabled sensors/actuators (the IDAS Agents), and a specific adapter to support 
the for the real-time processing of camera streams (Kurento). The list below includes a link to each adapter fact 
sheet.  

● FIROS 
● FIROS2 
● IoTAgents: OPC-UA 1.3.2; IoTAgent-LWM2M 1.1.0; IoTAgent-JSON 1.10.0 (HTTP/MQTT transport); IoTAgent-

UL 1.9.0 (HTTP/MQTT transport); IoTAgent-LoRaWAN 1.2.2; IoTAgent SigFox 1.2.0 
● Kurento 

3.3 4.3 AGILE PRODUCTION SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
Agile Production Support Systems (APSSs) are applications aimed at providing actual production environments with 
agile capabilities. They can either build on ROSE-APs, implement new ones or be one ROSE-AP themselves. In any 
case, every APSS developed in this stage must fulfil the requirements of FIWARE-ready or Powered by FIWARE 
Platforms to be COPRA-AP compliant (this requirements are specified in Table 4.1). These systems are to be 
developed within the Technology Transfer Program by means of Technology Transfer Experiments. The 
development of the first round of experiments will be essential to identify and elaborate a collection of objectives, 
challenges, and effective design patterns for these APSS. This section only aims at establishing a coherent starting 
point aligned with the COPRA-AP.  

First, we provide the list of challenges specified within DIH2 for production environments with robotic systems. In this 
stage facing some of these challenges in their entirety is too ambitious for the scope of an experiment but each of 
them formulates a goal that can inspire different lines of development for them. 

● Challenge 1: increasing the safety of robotized workplaces 

● Challenge 2: developing human-centered interface to facilitate the control of robots by non-trained workers using 
standard human-to-human communication (speech, touch, mimics, etc.) 
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● Challenge 3: reducing the probability of occurrence of hazardous events for co-operative robotics and go beyond 
the “just safe stoppage” of the current machinery 

● Challenge 4: increasing drone reliability in manufacturing environment 

● Challenge 5: developing digital twins to train safety algorithms in order to automate faulty operations, improper 
behaviours and potential collisions detection 

● Challenge 6: developing real-time production monitoring applications able to handle heterogeneous sensors 
portfolio 

● Challenge 7: including more security strategies within organizations to mitigate cybersecurity risks 

● Challenge 8: Enabling to respond quickly to consumer needs and market changes while still controlling costs 
and quality 

 

The interpretation and applicability of these challenges depends to a large extent on the application scenario and its 
particular use case addressed in each experiment. Among the most common objectives of a use case for an APSS 
are the development of advanced capabilities for production Planning-Scheduling, Infra-logistics Optimization, Zero 
Defect Manufacturing, Predictive Maintenance, Energy and Waste Management, Remote Maintenance and Operator 
Training or Support through AR / VR solutions. A high-level representation of the targeted production environment, 
the objective of the use case addressed, and a mapping of these aspects with the challenges described above are a 
good start to work on the proposal/design of an experiment. Once an initial idea has been achieved, the following 
table18 can help to refine or enrich the proposal, making it more concrete (the vertical integration of these aspects 
through open, standardized data models and APIS is also a relevant contribution). 

Table 4.3.1 Additional aspects for use case and/or APSS goal definition 

Generic Application Area Additional aspects for the targeted use case/APSS definition 

Production Management 
Services 

● Vertical integration with ERP, CRM, SCM and PLM systems19 
● Production Modeling/Simulation 
● Flexible Accommodations 
● What-if Scenarios 
● Multi-Plant Balancing 
● Visual Factory & Analytics 

Manufacturing Execution 
Services 

● Data Collection - Input of information whether it is manual or automatic, which
provides a concise evaluation of the entire process. 

● Management of Labor - Manage the best qualities and features of employees 
and equipment to optimize production plans. 

● Product Tracking - Easily oversee and manage the process within production
in real time. 

● Quality Control - Control the quality of the manufacturing process and allow for
production variation and enhancement. 

● Performance Analysis - The system performs analysis on the entire process 
and locates areas in which productivity is lacking.  

● Maintenance Management - Plan for inevitable maintenance without hindering 
production, enabling a smooth production flow 

                                                      
18 These synthetic view of relevant aspects for application use cases builds upon contributions made in different 
posts published by the NIST intelligent system division [Link] and  https://www.planettogether.com/  
19  ERP-Enterprise Resource Planning Systems; CRM-Customer Relationship Management; Supplu Chain 
Management,  PLM-Product Lifecycle Management 
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Production Execution with 
robotic systems 

● Failure identification and recovery, where robot can detect failures in a 
manufacturing process and automatically recover from them 

● Automated planning, to minimize (or eliminate) the up-front robot programming 
time when a new product is introduced 

● Fixtureless environment, where robots can sense the environment and perform 
tasks on parts that are not in predefined locations 

● Plug and play robots, where robots from different manufacturers can be
swapped in and out without the need for reprogramming 

 

In clearly specified use cases, the next issue to be addressed is the design of the solution in compliance with the 
COPRA-AP. As a first option, the existing solutions in the ROSE-APs catalogue will be reused. However, the 
implementation of new, tailored solutions to meet some particular needs will often be necessary. Whenever possible, 
these new solutions will be implemented as ROSE-APs (FIWARE-ready components) that will enrich the catalogue.  

For instance, a complex but also especially relevant case requiring new developments is the lack of integration of 
robot platforms based on proprietary software (e.g., ABB, KUKA, Fanuc robots) with the rest of the production 
environment. Exploring and testing solutions for monitoring and interacting with robots that do not have default 
interfaces with ROS or UPC-UA based adapters will be a great contribution as an experiment in the Technology 
Transfer Program. Figure 3.5 illustrates the reference implementations that can be made to integrate robots using 
the ROSE-AP Catalogue. Robotic platforms outside of these reference implementations require the design and 
implementation of a new adapter. 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Reference implementations to integrate robotic platforms with the Orion Context Broker using 
the ROSE-AP Catalogue 

 

Last but not least, the summary of essential steps to develop any Agile Production Support System are: 

1. Describe your application scenario. In this scenario, the agile production support system should be a 
COPRA-AP compliant smart application that accelerates a particular process associated with at least one of 
the aforementioned challenges. 

2. Describe the collection of real-world entities involved in the experiment. 
3. Identify the pieces of context information that each entity will be producing or consuming. 
4. Design convenient NGSI data models for each of them. 
5. Implement the convenient adapter for each entity to operate with the Orion Context Broker. 
6. Implement the necessary capabilities and services to interact and augment the Orion Context Data Space 

when needed. 
7. Implement the required level of security in the case of sensitive data exchanges.  

Consider the limitations of the broker for the exchange of large files and the exhaustive control of actuators. Additional 
solutions should be explored to support these capabilities, facilitate or monitor these actions through context data 
management functionality (i.e., context broker compliant data). 
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4 INITIAL VERSION OF THE ROSE-AP CATALOGUE 
This chapter presents the initial catalogue of ROSE-APs. In it, each ROSE-AP accounts for a dedicated section that 
introduces the component and contributes a fact sheet description of it. 

4.1 FIWARE AND IDSA ROSE-AP ASSETS 

4.1.1 ORION CONTEXT BROKER FACTSHEET 

The Orion Context Broker FIWARE GE allows you to manage the entire lifecycle of context information including 
updates, queries, registrations and subscriptions. It implements the FIWARE NGSIv2 API for managing context 
information and its availability. Using the Orion Context Broker, you are able to create context elements and manage 
them through updates and queries. In addition, you can subscribe to context information so when some condition 
occurs (e.g. the context elements have changed) you receive a notification. Finally, you can register providers of 
context information to the Orion Context Broker to which queries on context information are forwarded by the 
component. This mechanism also allows federation of Context Broker servers. 

The following table summarize valuable resources linked to the Orion Context Broker FIWARE GE in Release 7.7.1.  
The release of Orion which has been considered as basis for FIWARE 7.7.1 is the release 2.2.0 of Orion: 

Open API 
Specification 

http://fiware.github.io/context.Orion/api/v2/latest/ 

Apiary Project http://docs.orioncontextbroker.apiary.io/# 

GitHub 
Repository 

 

https://github.com/telefonicaid/fiware-orion/  

ReadtheDocs https://fiware-orion.readthedocs.io/en/2.2.0/ 

Docker Container https://hub.docker.com/r/fiware/orion/ 

GitHub Release 
● 2.2.0 

https://github.com/telefonicaid/fiware-orion/tree/2.2.0 
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4.1.2 STH COMET FACTSHEET 

The Short Time Historic (STH) - Comet FIWARE GE is a component in charge of managing (storing and retrieving) 
historical raw and aggregated time series context information about the evolution in time of context data (i.e., entity 
attribute values) registered in an Orion Context Broker instance. 

Activities around STH-Comet in the Release where focused on bug fixing and incorporating new developers to the 
team of developers supporting the STH-Comet  software. 

The following table summarize valuable resources linked to the STH-Comet FIWARE GE in Release 7.7.1 

Open API 
Specification 

https://github.com/telefonicaid/fiware-sth-comet/tree/master/doc 

Apiary Project https://github.com/telefonicaid/fiware-sth-comet/blob/master/apiary.apib 

GitHub Repository 

 

https://github.com/telefonicaid/fiware-sth-comet 

ReadtheDocs https://fiware-sth-comet.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ 

Docker Container https://hub.docker.com/r/fiware/sth-comet/ 
 

GitHub Release 
● 2.6.0 

https://github.com/telefonicaid/fiware-sth-comet/tree/2.6.0 
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4.1.3 CYGNUS FACTSHEET 

The Cygnus FIWARE GE is a connector in charge of persisting records generated as a result of updating context 
into certain configured third-party storages (data sinks), thus effectively creating a historical view of such context data 
ready for processing and analysis. 

In Release 7.7.1, Cygnus is based on Apache Flume, a technology addressing the design and execution of data 
collection and persistence agents. An agent is basically composed of a listener or source in charge of receiving the 
data, a channel where the source puts the data once it has been transformed into a Flume event, and a sink, which 
takes Flume events from the channel in order to persist the data within its body into a third-party storage. Cygnus is 
designed to run a specific Flume agent per source of data. 

Storage of historic context data on the following third-party storages is supported within Release 7.7.1: 

● HDFS, the Hadoop distributed file system. 

● MySQL, the well-known relational database manager. 

● CKAN, an Open Data platform. 

● MongoDB, the NoSQL document-oriented database. 

● STH Comet, a Short-Term Historic database built on top of MongoDB. 

● Kafka, the publish-subscribe messaging broker. 

● DynamoDB, a cloud-based NoSQL database by Amazon Web Services. 

● PostgreSQL, the well-known relational database manager. 

● Carto, the database specialized in geolocated data. 

Activities around Cygnus in the Release where focused on bug fixing and incorporating new developers to the team 
of developers supporting the Cygnus software. 

The following table summarize valuable resources linked to the Cygnus FIWARE GE in Release 7.7.1: 

Open API Specification https://github.com/telefonicaid/fiware-cygnus/tree/master/doc 

Apiary Project https://cygnus.docs.apiary.io/ 

GitHub Repository 

 

https://github.com/telefonicaid/fiware-cygnus 

ReadtheDocs https://fiware-cygnus.readthedocs.io/en/1.14.0/  

Docker Container https://hub.docker.com/r/fiware/cygnus-common/  ; 
https://hub.docker.com/r/fiware/cygnus-twitter/ 

GitHub Release 
● 1.14.0 

https://github.com/telefonicaid/fiware-cygnus/tree/1.14.0 
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4.1.4 QUANTUMLEAP FACTSHEET  

The QuantumLeap Generic Enabler focuses on persisting historical context data into time-series databases such as 
CrateDB with reference to maintaining a scalable architecture and compatibility with visualization tools such as 
Grafana. This new FIWARE GE fulfils a similar use case to STH-Comet but is focused on persistence to Time Series 
Databases.  The following table summarize valuable resources linked to the QuantumLeap FIWARE GE in Release 
7.5.1: 

Open API 
Specification 

None 

Apiary Project None 

Github Repository 

 

https://github.com/smartsdk/ngsi-timeseries-api/ 
 

ReadtheDocs https://quantumleap.rtfd.io/ 

Docker Container https://hub.docker.com/r/smartsdk/quantumleap/ 

Github Release 
● 0.6.1 

https://github.com/smartsdk/ngsi-timeseries-api/tree/0.6.1 
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4.1.5 DRACO FACTSHEET 

Draco is a connector in charge of persisting context data sources into other third-party databases and storage 
systems, creating a historical view of the context. Internally, Draco is based on Apache NiFi. NiFi is a popular 
framework for data management and processing from multiple sources. 

Draco plays the role of a connector between the Orion Context Broker (which is an NGSI source of data) and a wide 
range of external systems such as MySQL, MongoDB etc. You can use Draco if you need to process and persist 
context data so that you can keep a historical record. Draco can also be used to filter and repost context data back 
into Orion. This new FIWARE GE fulfils a similar use case to Cygnus, it uses a different base technology and also 
offers a GUI. The following table summarize valuable resources linked to the Draco FIWARE GE in Release 7.7.1: 

Open API 
Specification 

None 

Apiary Project None 

Github Repository 

 

https://github.com/ging/fiware-draco 
 

ReadtheDocs https://fiware-draco.rtfd.io/  

Docker Container https://hub.docker.com/r/ging/fiware-draco  

GitHub Release 
● 1.2.0 

https://github.com/ging/fiware-draco/tree/FIWARE_7.5 
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4.1.6 IOT AGENTS (IDAS) FACTSHEET 

The IDAS FIWARE GE provides several IoT Agents enabling the connection with IoT devices by means of translating 
messages from/to most widely known IoT protocols into FIWARE NGSI (FIWARE NGSIv2 in Release 6). Within 
Release 7.7.1, following IoT Agents relevant to the robotics domain are supported: 

● IoTAgent-OPC-UA 1.3.2 This IoT Agent is designed to be a bridge between the OPC Unified Architecture 
protocol and NGSI, this is  

● IoTAgent-LWM2M 1.1.0 This IoT Agent is designed to be a bridge between the OMA Lightweight M2M protocol 
and the NGSI interface 

The following IoT Agents are available for other domains: 

● IoTAgent-JSON 1.10.0 (HTTP/MQTT transport) 

● IoTAgent-UL 1.9.0 (HTTP/MQTT transport) 

● IoTAgent-LoRaWAN 1.2.2 

● IoTAgent SigFox 1.2.0 

The following table summarizes the most relevant resources linked to the IDAS FIWARE GE in Release 7.7.1: 

Open API 
Specification 

IoT Agent Specification  

Apiary Project https://github.com/telefonicaid/iotagent-node-lib/blob/master/doc/apiary/iotagent.apib  

Github Repository 

 

https://github.com/Engineering-Research-and-Development/iotagent-opcua 
https://github.com/telefonicaid/lightweightm2m-iotagent 
https://github.com/telefonicaid/iotagent-node-lib 

ReadtheDocs https://iotagent-opcua.rtfd.io/ 
https://fiware-iotagent-lwm2m.rtfd.io/ 
https://iotagent-node-lib.rtfd.io/ 

Docker Container https://hub.docker.com/r/fiware/lightweightm2m-iotagent/ 
https://hub.docker.com/r/beincpps/opcuaage  

GitHub Release 
 

● LWM2M 
1.1.0 

● OPC-UA 
1.3.2 

● Node Lib: 
2.8.1 

 
https://github.com/telefonicaid/lightweightm2m-iotagent/tree/release/1.0.0 
https://github.com/Engineering-Research-and-Development/iotagent-
opcua/tree/release/1.1.0 
 
https://github.com/telefonicaid/iotagent-node-lib/tree/release/2.8.1 
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4.1.7 FAST-RTPS FACTSHEET 

The Fast RTPS Incubated FIWARE GE is a high-performance publish subscribe framework for sharing data in highly 
distributed systems.  It supports a publish-and-subscribe paradigm of data exchange between Publishers and 
Subscribers around Data Topics. Fast RTPS is a standalone C++ implementation of the OMG (Object Management 
Group) RTPS (Real Time Publish Subscribe) wire protocol. 

Fast RTPS is striking fast, beating alternatives such as ZeroMQ and other pubsub middleware in both windows and 
linux. It has been adopted as default communication middleware in ROS2, the next version of ROS (Robot Operating 
System), de facto standard Robotics Framework. 

The following table summarize valuable resources linked to Fast RTPS Incubated FIWARE GE in Release 7.7.1: 

Open API 
Specification 

http://www.eprosima.com/docs/fast-rtps/1.6.0/html/index.html 

Apiary Project N/A 

GitHub 
Repository 

 

https://github.com/eProsima/Fast-RTPS 

ReadtheDocs https://fast-rtps.docs.eprosima.com/en/v1.8.0/  

Docker Container N/A 

Github Release 
● 1.8.0 

https://github.com/eProsima/Fast-RTPS/tree/v1.8.0 
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4.1.8 MICRO-XRC DDS FACTSHEET    

eProsima Micro XRCE-DDS is an IoT-oriented middleware based on a publish-subscribe messaging pattern. 

Micro XRCE-DDS follows a client-server architecture where low resource devices (Micro XRCE-DDS Clients) are 
connected to a server (Micro XRCE-DDS Agent). 

On the one hand, Micro XRCE-DDS Client (C library) is focused on addressing the challenges of resource-
constrained environments such as a microcontroller. For this reason, this library is designed to offer a completely 
dynamic-memory free implementation and low memory usage (~2.5 KB of stack usage for a simple publisher-
subscribe application). 

On the other hand, Micro XRCE-DDS Agent (C++ application) is a self-contained application which is in charge of 
providing a presence to the Clients in the DDS (Data Distribution Service) global data space. 

This multi-platform application (Linux and Windows) offers to Clients high-performance access to DDS space thanks 
to the Fast RTPS framework. Micro XRCE-DDS is a standalone C/C++ implementation of the OMG (Object 
Management Group) DDS-XRCE (DDS for eXtremely Resource Constrained Environments Specification). 

 

The following table summarize valuable resources linked to the Micro XRCE-DDS Incubated FIWARE GE in Release 
7.7.1: 

Open API 
Specification 

N/A 

Apiary Project N/A 

GitHub 
Repository 

 

https://github.com/eProsima/Micro-XRCE-DDS 
 

ReadtheDocs https://micro-xrce-dds.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ 

Docker Container N/A 

Github Release 
● 1.0.3 

https://github.com/eProsima/Micro-XRCE-DDS/tree/v1.0.3 
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4.1.9 FIROS FACTSHEET    

FIROS is a tool that helps connecting robots to the cloud. For this purpose, it uses the Robot Operating System 
(ROS) and the FIWARE Context Broker as a way to publish and listen robot's data. 

FIROS works as a translator between the robotics field and the cloud world, transforming ROS messages into NGSI 
to publish them in the cloud, and vice versa. 

The following table summarize valuable resources linked to the FIROS Incubated FIWARE GE in Release 7.7.1: 

Open API Specification N/A 

Apiary Project N/A 

Github Repository 

 

https://github.com/iml130/firos 

ReadtheDocs https://firos.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ 

Docker Container N/A 

Github Release 
● 0.1.0 

https://github.com/iml130/firos/tree/v0.1.0 
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4.1.10 OPEN MTC FACTSHEET    

The OpenMTC FIWARE GE is a reference implementation of the oneM2M standard, for conducting applied research 
and developing innovative M2M and IoT applications. It offers an NGSI interface for connection to the Orion Context 
Broker. OpenMTC can effectively work as an alternative to IDAS, enabling the connection to IoT devices. 

The following table summarize valuable resources linked to the Open MTC Incubated FIWARE GE in Release 7.7.1: 

Open API 
Specification 

N/A 

Apiary Project N/A 

GitHub 
Repository 

 

https://github.com/OpenMTC/OpenMTC 
 

ReadtheDocs https://fiware-openmtc.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ 

Docker Container N/A 

GitHub Release 
● 1.3.0 

https://github.com/OpenMTC/OpenMTC/tree/v1.3.0 
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4.1.11 WIRECLOUD FACTSHEET  

The WireCloud Web Mashup FIWARE GE builds on cutting-edge end-user (software) development, RIA (Rich 
Internet Application) and semantic technologies to offer a next-generation end-user centred web application mashup 
platform aimed at enabling end users without programming skills to easily create web applications and 
dashboards/cockpits (e.g. to visualize their data of interest or to control their domotized home or environment) 
following a DIY (Do it Yourself) approach.  

Web application mashups integrate heterogeneous data (e.g., context data served by the Orion Context Broker or 
historic context data stored on data sinks through Cygnus), application logic, and UI components (widgets) from the 
Web to create new coherent and value-adding composite applications. They are targeted at leveraging the "long tail" 
of the Web of Services (a.k.a. the Programmable Web) by exploiting rapid development and shareability following a 
DIY approach. They typically serve a specific situational (i.e. immediate, short-lived, customized) need for end users, 
frequently with high potential for reuse. Is this "situational" character which precludes them to be offered as 'off-the-
shelf' functionality by solution providers, and therefore creates the need for a tool like WireCloud. 

 

The following table summarize valuable resources linked to the Wirecloud FIWARE GE in Release 7.7.1: 

Open API 
Specification 

http://wirecloud.github.io/wirecloud/restapi/v2.2/ 
https://wirecloud.readthedocs.org/en/latest/widgetapi/widgetapi/ 

Apiary Project http://docs.fiwareapplicationmashup.apiary.io 

GitHub 
Repository 

 

https://github.com/Wirecloud/wirecloud 

ReadtheDocs http://wirecloud.readthedocs.org/en/1.2.0/ 

Docker Container https://hub.docker.com/r/fiware/wirecloud/ 

GitHub Release 
● 1.2.0 

https://github.com/Wirecloud/wirecloud/tree/1.2.0 
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4.1.12 KNOWAGE BI ANALYTICS FACTSHEET   

The Knowage FIWARE GE provides a professional open source suite for modern business analytics over traditional 
data sources as well as modern big data systems. Its features, such as data federation, mash-up, data/text mining 
and advanced data visualization, give comprehensive support to rich and multi-source data analysis.  Knowage 
materializes a more modern vision of the data analytics, providing advanced self-service capabilities that give 
autonomy to the end-user, now able to build his own analysis and explore his own data space, also combining data 
that come from different sources. 

The suite is composed of several modules, each one conceived for a specific analytical domain. They can be used 
individually as complete solution for a certain task or combined with one another to ensure full coverage of user’ 
requirements. The suite of modules available in Knowage are: 

● BD (big data), to analyse data stored on big data clusters or NoSQL databases 

● SI (smart intelligence), the usual business intelligence on structured data, but more oriented to self-service 
capabilities and agile prototyping 

● ER (enterprise reporting), to produce and distribute static reports 

● LI (location intelligence), to relate business data with spatial or geographical information 

● PM (performance management), to manage KPIs and organize scorecards 

● PA (predictive analysis), for more advanced analyses 

● EI (embedded intelligence), to link Knowage with external solutions provided by the customer or third parties. 

 

Released packages of the product contain all modules combined into a unique and complete data analytics solution. 
Knowage is the new generation of the SpagoBI FIWARE GE present in previous releases of FIWARE. 

The following table summarize valuable resources linked to the Knowage FIWARE GE in Release 7.7.1: 

Open API 
Specification 

http://docs.knowage.apiary.io/ 

Apiary Project http://docs.knowage.apiary.io/ 

GitHub 
Repository 

 

https://github.com/KnowageLabs/Knowage-Server/ 

ReadtheDocs https://knowage.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ 

Docker Container https://hub.docker.com/r/knowagelabs/knowage-server-docker/ 

GitHub Release 
● 6.4.1 

https://github.com/KnowageLabs/Knowage-Server/tree/v6.4.1 
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4.1.13 KURENTO MEDIA STREAM PROCESSING FACTSHEET        

The Kurento Media Stream Processing FIWARE GE brings a powerful development framework that provides an 
abstraction layer for multimedia capabilities, allowing non-expert developers to include interactive media components 
to their applications. At the heart of this enabler there is the Open API. A REST-like API, based on JSON RPC 2.0, 
exposing a toolbox of Media Elements that can be chained to create complex media processing pipelines.  

The Kurento Media Stream Processing FIWARE GE provides several client implementations of the Open API. The 
Java client allows developers to include media capabilities in Java or JEE applications. There is also a Javascript 
client ready to be used with Node.JS or directly in browser applications. Thanks to these, Kurento brings developers 
with a set of robust end-to-end interoperable multimedia communication capabilities to deal with the complexity of 
media transport, encoding/decoding, processing and rendering tasks in an easy and efficient way. 

The following table summarize valuable resources linked to the Kurento Media Stream Processing FIWARE GE in 
Release 7.7.1: 

Open API 
Specification 

http://kurento.github.io/doc-kurento/ 

Apiary Project http://docs.streamoriented.apiary.io/#reference 

GitHub 
Repository 

 

https://github.com/kurento/ 

ReadtheDocs https://kurento.rtfd.io/ 

Docker Container https://hub.docker.com/r/fiware/stream-oriented-kurento/ 

GitHub Release 
● 6.10.0 

https://github.com/Kurento/kurento-media-server/tree/6.10.0 
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4.1.14 COSMOS BIG DATA FACTSHEET 

Context information evolves to generate a continuous stream of data (context history) which is worth analysing for 
the extraction of valuable insights. The Cosmos FIWARE GE simplifies Big Data analysis of history context data 
based on several of the most popular Big Data platforms, also easing their integration in an overall “Powered by 
FIWARE” platform architecture. 

The Cosmos FIWARE GE brings a set of tools helping to deploy Big Data as a Service based on alternative Big Data 
platforms such as Flink and Spark (both are available in 7.7.1)  

The following table summarize valuable resources linked to the Cosmos Big Data FIWARE GE in Release 7.7.1: 

Open API Specification N/A 
 

Apiary Project N/A 

GitHub Repository 

 

https://github.com/ging/fiware-cosmos 
https://github.com/ging/fiware-cosmos-orion-flink-connector/ 
https://github.com/ging/fiware-cosmos-orion-spark-connector/ 
 

ReadtheDocs https://fiware-cosmos.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ 
https://fiware-cosmos-flink.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ 
https://fiware-cosmos-spark.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ 
 

Docker Container N/A  

GitHub Release 
● FIWARE_7.7 

https://github.com/ging/fiware-cosmos-orion-flink-connector/tree/FIWARE_7.7 
https://github.com/ging/fiware-cosmos-orion-spark-connector/tree/FIWARE_7.7 
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4.1.15 FOGFLOW FACTSHEET 

The FogFlow FIWARE Incubated GE is an IoT edge computing framework to orchestrate dynamic processing flows 
over cloud and edges. It can dynamically and automatically composite multiple NGSI-based data processing tasks 
to form high level IoT services, and then orchestrate and optimize the deployment of those services within a shared 
cloud-edge environment, with regards to the availability, locality, and mobility of IoT devices. 

The following table summarize valuable resources linked to the FogFlow FIWARE GE in Release 7.7.1: 

Open API 
Specification 

N/A 

Apiary Project N/A 

GitHub 
Repository 

 

https://github.com/smartfog/fogflow 
 

ReadtheDocs https://fogflow.rtfd.io/ 
 

Docker Container N/A 

GitHub Release 
● FIWARE 

7.6 

https://github.com/smartfog/fogflow/tree/FIWARE_7.6 
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4.1.16 PERSEO COMPLEX EVENT PROCESSING FACTSHEET 

The Perseo Context-aware Complex Event Processing (Context-aware CEP) GE is a module that listens to events 
linked to updates on context data (coming from Orion Context Broker or any other NGSI-compliant system or service) 
in real-time, and generates immediate insight, enabling an instant response to changing conditions. 

Event processing in a Smart Solution enables you to listen to changes in the incoming context data and identify 
patterns in order to react by triggering external actions (e.g. sending eMails or SMS messages). 

Perseo is an NSGI compliant rules-based query engine for event processing based on Esper CEP which means that 
rules can be defined using SQL-like queries in EPL eliminating the need to write code to hard-wire event conditions. 
Therefore, Perseo can act as a bridge between the context data and other external systems. 

 

Open API 
Specification 

https://perseo.readthedocs.io/en/latest/API/api/ 
 

Apiary Project N/A 

GitHub 
Repository 

 

https://github.com/telefonicaid/perseo-core/ 
https://github.com/telefonicaid/perseo-fe/ 

ReadtheDocs N/A 

Docker Container N/A 

GitHub Release 
● Core 1.3.0 
● FE 1.9.0 

https://github.com/telefonicaid/perseo-core/tree/1.3.0 
https://github.com/telefonicaid/perseo-fe/tree/1.9.0 
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4.1.17 KEYROCK FACTSHEET 

The Keyrock Identity Management (IdM) encompasses a number of aspects involved with users' access to networks, 
services and applications, including secure and private authentication from users to devices, networks and services, 
Authorisation & Trust management, User Profile management, Single Sign-On (SSO) to service domains and Identity 
Federation towards applications. 

Relying on Keyrock Identity Management FIWARE GE tools and APIs: 

● User Administrators can support the handling of user life-cycle functions reducing the effort for account creation 
and management, as it supports the enforcement of policies and procedures for user registration, user profile 
management and the modification of user accounts. User Administrators can quickly configure customized pages 
for the inclusion of different authentication providers, registration of tenant applications with access to user profile 
data and the handling of error notifications. They can also configure preferred identity providers for end users. 

● End users can benefit from a convenient solution for registering with applications since it gives them a means to 
re-use attributes like address, email or others, thus allowing an easy and convenient management of profile 
information. End users can rely on standardized solutions to allow user self-service features. In addition to 
providing a native login, IdM supports the integration of multiple 3rd party authentication providers. The use of 
3rd party IdMs lowers the entry barriers for a native user to register, since the user can link to her/his preferred 
IdM and use this account for authentication. As it is possible to configure several applications that shall be linked 
to his IdM, the main benefit for users is a single sign-on (SSO) to all these applications. The IdM offers hosted 
storage for specific user profile attributes.  

● Applications do not have to run and manage their own persistent user data storages, but instead, can use the 
IdM user profile storage as a Software as a Service (SaaS) offering.  The KeyRock IdM FIWARE GE provides to 
them an API compliant with standards for user authentication based on OAuth2 and it provides access 
information to services acting as a Single Sign-On platform. 

● Last but not least, the KeyRock IdM FIWARE GE incorporates an eIDAS authentication module that allows 
authentication of EU citizens using their national eID in FIWARE-based OAuth2 authentication domains. 

The following table summarize valuable resources linked to the Keyrock IdM FIWARE GE in Release 7.7.1: 

Open API  
Specification 

Keyrock Specification 

Apiary Project http://docs.keyrock.apiary.io/ 

GitHub Repository 

 

https://github.com/ging/fiware-idm  

ReadtheDocs https://fiware-idm.readthedocs.io/en/latest/  

Docker Container https://hub.docker.com/r/fiware/idm/ 

GitHub Release 
● 7.7.0 

https://github.com/ging/fiware-idm/tree/7.7.0 
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4.1.18 WILMA PEP PROXY FACTSHEET 

The Wilma PEP Proxy FIWARE GE acts as a proxy that can be deployed wrapping the access to APIs and enforcing 
configured access policies. It plays the role of PEP (Policy Enforcement Point) component in an XACML compliant 
architecture, relying on OAuth2 interfaces offered by Keyrock to access user roles and the standard XACML 
interfaces to be provided by PDP (Policy Decision Point) servers like the AuthZForce PDP. 

The following table summarize valuable resources linked to the Wilma Proxy FIWARE GE in Release 7.5.1: 

Open API Specification http://wiki.fiware.org/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.PEPProxy.Open_API_Specifi
cation 

Apiary Project N/A 

GitHub Repository 

 

https://github.com/ging/fiware-pep-proxy 

ReadtheDocs https://fiware-pep-proxy.readthedocs.io/en/7.7.0/  

Docker Container https://hub.docker.com/r/fiware/pep-proxy/ 

GitHub Release 
● 7.7.0 

https://github.com/ging/fiware-pep-proxy/tree/7.7.0  
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4.1.19 AUTHZFORCE FACTSHEET 

The AuthZForce PDP/PAP FIWARE GE provides an API to get authorization decisions based on authorization 
policies, and authorization requests from PEP proxies like the Wilma Proxy FIWARE GE. The API follows the REST 
architecture style and complies with XACML v3.0. XACML (eXtensible Access Control Markup Language) is an 
OASIS standard for authorization policy format and evaluation logic, as well as for the authorization decision 
request/response format. The PDP (Policy Decision Point) and the PEP (Policy Enforcement Point) terms are defined 
in the XACML standard. AuthZForce plays the role of a PDP.  It also provides an API for defining access policies, 
therefore supporting the PAP (Policy Administration Point) role according to the XACML standard. 

Providing authorization for your application is a must for security reasons. However, it is always a complex part to 
implement, especially for non-security developers, because it involves advanced security concepts (Identity-based, 
RBAC, ABAC, etc.). Most developers embed the authorization logic within the application code, which makes it hard 
to maintain, evolve and integrate with external services providing extra authorization attributes. In this regard, the 
AuthZForce PDP/PAP FIWARE GE helps you externalize the authorization logic and take advantage of flexible and 
standard-compliant Attribute-Based Access Control features. Combined with the KeyRock IdM FIWARE GE and the 
Wilma Proxy, this gives you a comprehensive access control solution for your application. 

The following table summarize valuable resources linked to the AuthZForce FIWARE GE in Release 7.5.1: 

Open API 
Specification 

http://authzforce.github.io/fiware/authorization-pdp-api-spec/5.2/authorization-pdp.html 

Apiary Project http://docs.authorizationpdp.apiary.io/ 

GitHub 
Repository 

 

https://github.com/authzforce/server 

ReadtheDocs https://authzforce-ce-fiware.readthedocs.io/en/latest/  

Docker Container https://hub.docker.com/r/fiware/authzforce-ce-server/ 

GitHub Release 
● 8.1.0 

https://github.com/authzforce/server/tree/release-8.1.0  
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4.1.20 CKAN EXTENSIONS FACTSHEET 

CKAN is one of the most extended Open Data publication platforms and is becoming the de-fact standard for data 
publication in Europe. Moreover, CKAN is an open source platform which means it can be easily adapted and 
expanded. 

FIWARE brings a set of CKAN extensions to ease the integration of this data publication platform with “Powered by 
FIWARE” applications, enabling advanced data resources publication functions. The following extensions are 
provided: 

● OAuth2: This extension enables the integration of CKAN with an external OAuth2 Identity Manager (e.g. The 
FIWARE IdM) 

● Private Datasets: This extension improves the default dataset permissions features provided by CKAN by 
enabling to create protected datasets which can be accessed by a set of users included in an access list 

● NGSI View: This extension enables the publication of right-time context data as dataset resources by allowing to 
define them as NGSI v2 queries to a Context Broker 

● BAE Publisher: This extension simplifies the monetization of private datasets by enabling the creation of products 
and offerings in the Business API Ecosystem GE directly using the dataset information 

● WireCloud View: This extension allows to embed WireCloud (Application Mashup GEri) dashboards as dataset 
resources views, enabling the creation of rich and highly customizable visualizations for the published data 

● Data Requests: This extension includes a new section in CKAN intended to allow users of the platform to ask for 
data which is not yet published 

The provided extensions enable the right-time context information served by an Orion Context Broker to be published 
as dataset resources, making it easier to be discovered and consumed. In addition, the integration of the FIWARE 
Security and Business Frameworks provide an enriched access control and enable explicit acceptance of data terms 
and conditions, usage accounting, or data monetization Finally, the integration with WireCloud let the data providers 
to create and customize rich visualizations for their data, without the need of installing new extensions of restarting 
the platform. 

The following table summarize valuable resources linked to the CKAN extensions developed as FIWARE GE in 
Release 7.7.1: 

Open API Specification https://fiwareckanextensions.docs.apiary.io/# 

Apiary Project https://fiwareckanextensions.docs.apiary.io/# 

GitHub Repository 

 

https://github.com/conwetlab/FIWARE-CKAN-Extensions 
https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/ckanext-baepublisher 
https://github.com/conwetlab/ckanext-datarequests 
https://github.com/conwetlab/ckanext-oauth2 
https://github.com/conwetlab/ckanext-privatedatasets 
https://github.com/conwetlab/ckanext-wirecloud_view 
https://github.com/conwetlab/ckanext-right_time_context 

ReadtheDocs https://fiware-ckan-extensions.readthedocs.io/en/latest/  

Docker Container https://hub.docker.com/r/fiware/ckan/ 
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GitHub Release 
 

● Business API v0.5 
● Ckan Extensions v7.7.0 
● Data Requests v1.1.0 
● oauth2 v0.7.0 
● Private Datasets v0.4 
● Right Time Context v0.9 
● Wirecloud Dashboards 

v1.1.0 
 

https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/ckanext-baepublisher/tree/v0.5 
https://github.com/conwetlab/FIWARE-CKAN-Extensions/tree/v7.7.0  
https://github.com/conwetlab/ckanext-datarequests/tree/v1.1.0  
https://github.com/conwetlab/ckanext-oauth2/tree/v0.7.0  
https://github.com/conwetlab/ckanext-privatedatasets/tree/v0.4  
https://github.com/conwetlab/ckanext-right_time_context/tree/v0.9  
https://github.com/conwetlab/ckanext-wirecloud_view/tree/v1.1.0  
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4.1.21 BIZ FRAMEWORK FACTSHEET 

The Data/API Biz FIWARE GE allows the monetization of different kinds of assets (both digital and physical) along 
their life cycle, from offering creation to its charging, accounting and revenue settlement and sharing. Based on this 
FIWARE GE, sellers can manage, publish, and generate revenue of their products, apps, data, and services. 

The Data/API Biz FIWARE GE has been developed under the umbrella of the collaboration between FIWARE and 
the TMForum. In this regard, the Data/API Biz FIWARE GE exposes its complete functionality through TMForum 
standard APIs; concretely, it includes the catalogue management, ordering management, inventory management, 
usage management, billing, customer, and party APIs. 

By using the Data/API Biz FIWARE GE you have access to the following key features: 

● Support for the management of catalogues, products, and offering 

● Support for rich pricing models, including recurring payments, pay-per-use, etc. 

● Support for accounting call-backs 

● Support for billing and charging 

● Integrated support for PayPal, including customer charges and seller payments 

● Support for revenue sharing, including models with multiple stakeholders involved 

The following table summarize valuable resources linked to the Data/API Biz Framework FIWARE GE in Release 
7.7.1: 

Open API 
Specification 

https://fiware-tmforum.github.io/Business-API-Ecosystem 

Apiary Project http://docs.fiwaretmfbizecosystem.apiary.io/# 

GitHub 
Repository 

 
 

https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/DSBILLINGMANAGEMENT 
https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/Business-API-Ecosystem 
https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/business-ecosystem-charging-backend 
https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/DSCUSTOMER 
https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/business-ecosystem-logic-proxy 
https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/DSPRODUCTORDERING 
https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/DSPARTYMANAGEMENT 
https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/DSPRODUCTCATALOG2 
https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/DSPRODUCTINVENTORY 
https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/business-ecosystem-rss 
https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/DSUSAGEMANAGEMENT 
 

ReadtheDocs https://business-api-ecosystem.readthedocs.io/en/v7.6.0/  

Docker Container https://hub.docker.com/r/fiware/business-api-ecosystem/ 

GitHub Release 
● 7.6.0 

https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/DSBILLINGMANAGEMENT/tree/v7.4.0  
https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/Business-API-Ecosystem/tree/v7.6.0  
https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/business-ecosystem-charging-backend/tree/v7.6.0  
https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/DSCUSTOMER/tree/v7.6.0  
https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/business-ecosystem-logic-proxy/tree/v7.6.0  
https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/DSPRODUCTORDERING/tree/v7.6.0  
https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/DSPARTYMANAGEMENT/tree/v7.6.0  
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https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/DSPRODUCTCATALOG2/tree/v7.6.0  
https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/DSPRODUCTINVENTORY/tree/v7.6.0  
https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/business-ecosystem-rss/tree/v7.6.0  
https://github.com/FIWARE-TMForum/DSUSAGEMANAGEMENT/tree/v7.6.0  
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4.1.22 IDRA FACTSHEET 

Idra is a web application able to federate existing Open Data Management Systems (ODMS) based on different 
technologies providing a unique access point to search and discover open datasets coming from heterogeneous 
sources. Idra uniforms representation of collected open datasets, thanks to the adoption of international standards 
(DCAT-AP) and provides a set of RESTful APIs to be used by third party applications. 

Idra supports natively ODMS based on CKAN, DKAN, Socrata, Orion Context Broker (NGSI v2) and many other 
technologies: Idra provides also a set of APIs to federate ODMS not natively supported. In addition, it is possible to 
federate generic open data portals, that don't expose an API, using the web scraping functionality or providing a 
dump file of the datasets in DCAT-AP format. Moreover Idra provides a SPARQL endpoint in order to perform queries 
on 5 stars RDF linked open data collected from federated ODMS and allows to easily create charts based on 
federated open datasets. 

The following table summarize valuable resources linked to the Idra Incubated FIWARE GE in Release 7.7.1: 

Open API 
Specification 

N/A 

Apiary Project N/A 

GitHub 
Repository 

 

https://github.com/OPSILab/Idra  
 

ReadtheDocs https://idra.rtfd.io/  
 

Docker Container https://hub.docker.com/u/idraopendata/idra  

GitHub Release 
● 2.0.1 

https://github.com/OPSILab/Idra/tree/v2.0.1  
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4.1.23 APINF FACTSHEET 

The APInf API Management Framework is a Smart City orchestrator to be used together with other FIWARE enablers. 
APInf integrates with FIWARE core technologies, such as Identity Management, NGSI v2 and Business API 
Ecosystem along with API Umbrella (as alternative to the Wilma PEP Proxy) to offer a comprehensive toolset to let 
various API Owners to run business with their APIs. Public marketplace is one of the essential GUI tools to help API 
Owners to reach their customer with the showcase. 

The APInf API Management Framework is a highly extendable and can bring huge benefits to managed APIs - such 
as NGSI based interfaces like FIWARE Context Broker instances. This extends opportunities to setup a complete 
IoT cloud for Smart Solutions using FIWARE technologies alone. Both right-time data and historical data will be 
available for software developers to build Smart Applications. 

The following table summarize valuable resources linked to the Apinf Incubated FIWARE GE in Release 7.5.1: 

Open API 
Specification 

N/A 

Apiary Project N/A 

GitHub 
Repository 

 

https://github.com/apinf/platform  

ReadtheDocs N/A 

Docker Container https://hub.docker.com/u/apinf/platform  

GitHub Release 
● 0.58.0 

https://github.com/apinf/platform/tree/0.58.0  
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4.2 OTHER OPEN SOURCE ROSE-AP ASSETS 

4.2.1 FACTSHEET HADOOP 

Apache Hadoop is a Java-based open-source collection of Big Data storage and processing utilities based around 
MapReduce. HDFS, the Hadoop distribute file system helps to solve issues of scale through storing terabytes of data 
across multiple machines. This is useful to enable Big Data analysis so useful information about the overall state of 
the system can be extracted when be producing and storing very large amounts of data. 

  

GitHub Repository https://github.com/apache/hadoop 

  

Documentation https://hadoop.apache.org/ 

Docker Container https://hub.docker.com/r/apache/hadoop 

GitHub Release 
·    3.2.0 

https://github.com/apache/hadoop/tree/rel%2Frelease-3.2.0 

  

4.2.2 FACTSHEET FLINK 

Apache Flink is a distributed processing engine used for making computations over both bounded and unbounded 
data streams.  

GitHub Repository https://github.com/apache/flink 

Documentation https://flink.apache.org/ 

Docker Container https://hub.docker.com/_/flink 

GitHub Release 1.8.0 https://github.com/apache/flink/tree/release-1.8.0 

4.2.3 FACTSHEET SPARK 

Apache Spark is a cluster-computing framework 

GitHub Repository https://github.com/apache/spark 

Documentation https://spark.apache.org/ 

Docker Container https://hub.docker.com/r/singularities/spark/ 

GitHub Release 2.4.3 https://github.com/apache/spark/tree/v2.4.3 
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4.2.4 FACTSHEET STORM 

 Apache Storm is a distributed stream processing computation framework 

GitHub Repository https://github.com/apache/storm 

Documentation https://storm.apache.org/ 

Docker Container https://hub.docker.com/_/storm 

GitHub Release 
·    2.0.0 

https://github.com/apache/storm/tree/v2.0.0 
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